ELECTIONS FOR ICF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2021-2024
PRESIDENT
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Thomas Konietzko (GER)  
   94

2) Evgenii Arkhipov (RUS)  
   6

3) Abstain  
   0

No. of votes: 100
VICE PRESIDENT FEMALE
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Cecilia Farias (ARG) | 96

2) Abstain | 4

No. of votes: 100
VICE PRESIDENT MALE
Select two candidates or abstain

1) Aijie Liu (CHN) 61
2) Lluis Rabaneda Caselles (ESP) 55
3) Mario Santos (POR) 44
4) Abstain 4

No. of votes: 100
TREASURER
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Danielle Woodward (AUS)  
   12

2) Peter Karai (HUN)  
   15

3) Luciano Buonfiglio (ITA)  
   73

4) Abstain  
   0

No. of votes: 100
CANOE SPRINT
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Siarhei Shablyka (BLR)  
   - 14 votes

2) Toshi Furuya (JPN)  
   - 85 votes

3) Abstain  
   - 1 vote

No. of votes: 100
CANOE SLALOM
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Jean-Michel Prono (FRA)  
   89 votes

2) Abstain
   11 votes

No. of votes: 100
WILDCANOEING
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Manuela Gawehn (GER) 94

2) Abstain 5

No. of votes: 99
CANOE MARATHON
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Begona Rodriguez Costales (ESP)  44
2) Ruud Heijseelaar (NED)  53
3) Abstain  2

No. of votes: 99
CANOE POLO
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Greg Smale (GBR) 92

2) Abstain 7

No. of votes: 99
MEDICAL & ANTI-DOPING
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Tim Brabants (NZL)  98

2) Abstain  2

No. of votes: 100
CANOE FREESTYLE
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Terry Best (GBR) 95

2) Abstain 5

No. of votes: 100
CANOE OCEAN RACING
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Colin Simpkins (RSA)  48
2) Charles Villierme (TAH)  45
3) Abstain  6

No. of votes: 99
CANOE OCEAN RACING
Select one candidate or abstain

1) Colin Simpkins (RSA)  
   77

2) Abstain  
   22

No. of votes: 99
PARACANOE
Select one candidate or abstain

1) John Edwards (CAN) 96

2) Abstain 2

No. of votes: 98